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with the program, you can view the total number of downloaded images as you begin the download process, log file, and more. it has
several options, such as converting degrees, minutes, and seconds to degrees, merging maps, reloading failed images, setting a default

path, and configuring proxy settings. when you download a map, you can use maps viewer or maps combiner to combine the tiles into one
big map. the tiles can also be added to a mbtiles format database and are compressed into a zip file. so, you can use them in other

applications, such as easy maps, mapbox, and arcgis. depending on your browser, you can use maps viewer to view the tiles that you have
downloaded. the application also provides detailed statistics about the map that you have downloaded, including: the number of tiles, the
size of the image, and the speed of the download. you can view images that you have downloaded and that have been converted to the
map format that you choose. you can also save the images that you have downloaded and that have been combined into a map file in a

compressed format, such as zip, rar, or tar. the default folder is my downloaded maps. once you have downloaded a map, you can use maps
viewer to view the map that you have downloaded. the application also provides detailed statistics about the map that you have

downloaded, including: the number of tiles, the size of the image, and the speed of the download. you can also convert degrees, minutes,
and seconds to degrees, merge maps, reload failed images, set a default path, and configure proxy settings. the application uses very few

system resources and includes a comprehensive guide to snapshots that can help new users use the application.
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